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Abstract—UML is the de facto standard language for modeling object oriented software systems. Mobile activity diagram is an extension of the standard UML activity diagram that deals with the requirement to model, specify, and visualize mobile agent based systems. However, it inherits its lack of formal notation for analysis and verification purpose. In this paper we propose an approach for transforming mobile activity diagrams to nested petri nets models. The meta-modeling tool AToM3 is used to create meta-models for mobile activity diagram and nested petri net. A graph grammar is proposed for automatic transformation. An auctioning system example illustrates our approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MOBILE agents are autonomous entity. They can move from a host to other hosts, and communicate together in a network of heterogeneous computer systems [1]. They are used in many domain such us electronic commerce, information retrieval, remote device monitoring, workflow applications and groupware [1], [2]. There special features had made the need to a new modeling tools and techniques.

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [3] is considered nowadays as a standard software modeling language [4]. It includes thirteen diagram categorized in structural and behavioral diagrams. The first set are used to model the structure of a system, and the second set are used to model the dynamic of a system [3]. Activity diagram is one of the five diagrams to model the dynamic aspects of systems. The activity diagram is typically used to describe the activities performed in a general process workflow, though it can also be used to describe other activity flows, such as a use case or a detailed control flow [5]. Mobile UML activity diagram is an extension of the standard UML activity diagram that deals with the requirement to model, specify, and visualize mobile agent based system. The extension is specified in UML itself, using the UML extension mechanism like stereotypes and tagged values. Therefore, mobile activity diagram inherits the lack of UML in formal notation for analysis and verification purpose.

Petri nets are formal and graphical modeling language [6]. They are a very powerful tool for analysis and verification.
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Nested petri net [7] extend petri net to model mobile agents. They are a height level petri net in which tokens can be Petri nets themselves.

The perfect modeling tool is the one that combine both the intuitive and graphical notations of mobile activity diagram and the formal power of nested petri net. The modeler uses the mobile activity diagram formalism to model the system which is automatically analyzed and verified in a transparent way using its equivalent model in nested petri net formalism.

In this paper, we propose a graph transformation approach and tools based on the combined use of meta-modeling and graph transformation grammars. First, we propose a meta-model for mobile activity diagram, and nested petri net. Then the AToM3 tool is used to generate a visual modeling tool to process models in mobile activity diagram and nested petri net formalism. Finally, we propose a graph grammar to perform the transformation.

This paper is organized as follows: in section II we overview some related works. in section III We review the most relevant notions to our approach. in section IV we describe our approach, we start by defining the meta-models for mobile activity diagram and nested petri net, those two last are used by AToM3 [8] to generate a tools. then we propose a graph grammar to perform the transformation. in section V we present a case study to illustrate our approach. in section VI we concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

AToM3 [8] is a powerful tool combining the meta-modeling, multi-paradigm and graph transformation. Many works had been realized using AToM3. They are similar from the point of view of the process pursued to achieve the transformation. In which, a meta-model for the source graph being transformed and a meta-model for the destination graph are defined. Given these meta-models, tools are generated using AToM3. Then a graph grammar is described in term of source and destination models to perform the transformation.

In [9], the authors have presented an approach that automatically generates a Maude specification from ECATNets [10] models. an ECATNets meta-model had been proposed with the meta-modeling tool AToM3, to automatically generate a visual modeling tool to process models in ECATNets formalism, then a graph grammar had been defined to translate the models created in the generated tool to a Maude specification. In [11] the authors proposed a graph grammar to transform nondeterministic finite state automata (NFA) to their equivalent deterministic finite state automata (DFA). In [12] the authors...
proposed a transformation of sequence diagrams, to statecharts diagram. In [13] the authors had defined meta-models for both syntax and semantics of Statecharts (without hierarchy) and petri nets. The authors also proposed a graph grammar for the transformation between statecharts and petri nets. Other works could be found in [8].

III. BACKGROUND

This section briefly introduces the mobile activity diagram, nested petri net, and AToM$^3$

A. Mobile Activity Diagram

Activity diagram allow to specify how the system will accomplish its goals. It show high-level actions chained together to represent a process occurring in the modeled system [14]. Mobile activity diagram [15] is an extension to ordinary activity diagram used to model the dynamic behavior of mobile agents. Specific features of mobile agents, which model, are mobility, cloning, messaging between agents. The mobile activity diagram basically uses activity partition to model these features [15]. An activity partition is a kind of activity group for identifying actions that have some characteristic in common [3]. It may be multidimensional hierarchical partitions. A vertical dimension with the stereotype <<Host>> and parameter as its unique name (address) represents a location and another orthogonal dimension with the stereotype <<agent>> represents an agent. The mobility of agents between location is represented by a particular activity which is “Go” action [15]. The Figure 1 show an example of multidimensional partition modeling an agent “Agent1”, which moves from location “host1” to “host2” by using the “Go” action.

The cloning feature is modeled by an invocation activity as shown in Figure 2 This activity allows an agent to clone it first, then to send the cloned agent to another host. For lack of space, the reader is referred to [15]

B. Nested Petri Nets

Nested petri nets [16] are a high level petri net models that are convenient for modeling hierarchical multi agent systems. Element (token) in nested petri net may be a petri net witch may have also a petri nets as their tokens. Therefore the number of levels in nested petri net is not limited. A two level nested Petri net consists of a set of ordinary Petri nets defining the structure of a net tokens and a system net. A system net is a high level predicate transition net with a limited arc expression language and without transition guards [7]. The behavior of nested petri net is described by four kinds of steps [7], [16].

- A transfer step is a step in a system net which can “move”, “generate”, or “remove” its elements, but doesn’t change their inner states.
- An element autonomous step affects only the inner state in one element.
- Horizontal synchronization step is the simultaneous firing of two element nets, located in the same place of a system net.
- Vertical synchronization step is the simultaneous firing of a system net together with its elements, involved in this firing.

Figure 3 shows an example of a nested petri net.

C. Graph Grammar and AToM$^3$

AToM$^3$ (A Tool for Multi-Formalism and Meta-Modeling) [8]. It was developed at the modeling, simulation and design Lab in the School of Computer Science of McGill University. It is written in python [17]. Its main purpose is the meta-modeling and model transformation [8]. In AToM$^3$, formalisms and models are described as graphs. From a meta-model, AToM$^3$ generates a tool to process (create and edit) models described in the specified formalism [11]. Graph transformation consists of applying a rule to a graph and iterating this process. Each rule has graphs in their left and right hand sides (LHS and RHS). In order to apply a rule to a graph (called host graph) a matching has to be found between the LHS of the rule and a part of the host graph. If such a matching is found, the elements in the host graph can be substituted by the elements in the RHS [18]. Rules can have applicability condition, as well as action to be performed when the rule is applied. In AToM$^3$ rules are ordered according to a user-assigned priority, and are checked from higher to lower priority [19].

IV. OUR APPROACH

The transformation is performed between a source graph which is the mobile activity diagram and a destination graph which is the nested petri net formalism. To reach this goal we pursue the following steps:
1) Define the meta-model for mobile activity diagram, then use AToM$^3$ to generate a tool for our given meta-model.
2) Repeat the same step for nested petri net.
3) Define the graph grammar to perform the transformation.

### A. Meta-model of Mobile Activity Diagram

The UML document specification has defined many different levels of activities: i) fundamental ii) basic iii) intermediate iv) complete v) structured vi) complete structured vii) extra structured. each level adds its own constructs addressing a particular area [3]. The most suited to convert into Petri net models are fundamental, basic and intermediate activities [20].

To define our meta-model, we had combined these three levels and took in consideration The new stereotype introduced by the extension. Our proposed meta-model for mobile activity diagram consists of 09 classes and 08 associations as shown in Figure 4.

**Figure 4. Meta-model of mobile activity diagram**

We had defined a graphical appearance for the classes according to their standard specification in [3] and the definition of the extension in [15].

Given our meta-model, we had used AToM$^3$ to generate a modeling tool. It can be used to process models in the mobile activity diagram formalism. The generated tool is illustrated with an example in Figure 5.

**Figure 5. Generated tool for mobile activity diagram**

### B. Meta-model of Nested Petri Nets

Our meta-model consists of 7 classes and 8 associations as shown in Figure 6. It is mainly formed of classes that define the element nets and others define the system nets. The class “EN” represents an element net. It is an ordinary petri net, the classes “EPlace”, “ETransition” are their places and transition respectively. The class “SN” represents the system net, the classes “SPlace”, “STransition” are their places and transition respectively.

**Figure 6. Meta-model of nested petri net**

Based on this meta-model, AToM$^3$ generates a tool to model the nested petri net graphically as illustrated in Figure 7.

### C. Graph Grammar: Converting Mobile Activity Diagrams into Nested Petri Nets models

Our graph grammar is composed of sixty one rules categorized in 04 categories:

- Rules to create the system net.
- Rules to synchronize between the element nets and the system net.
- Rules to create the element nets.
- Rules for cleaning the result of transformation.

The idea of the transformation in our grammar is that:

- Every activity partition of kind host represents a place in the system net, and every activity partition of kind agent represent an element net.
- Every mobile action in the mobile activity diagram represent a vertical synchronization in the nested petri net,
because it does move an agent from one host represented by a place in the system net to another host represented by another place in the system net.

• Every clone action represents a transfer step in the nested petri net.

We were inspired by [20] to map the rest of the entities in the mobile activity diagram to the nested petri net formalism.

1) rule1 SystemNetCreate (priority 1) : This is the first rule applied in the grammar. It creates the system net of the nested petri net with a default name “system net”. This partial system net is formed of one initial place and transition; their names are respectively “S_init”, “T_init” (Figure 8). The place has one token of type black dot because it is considered as a current state. For each nested petri net, there’s a single system net. This constraint is interpreted by a condition to check if the rule is not executed before.

2) rule2 Host2SPlace (priority 2): This rule allows us to transform a simple activity partition of kind “Host” to a place in the system net and has the name of this activity partition (Figure 9). Each place represents a possible location in which the agents could evolve. The number of tokens on all places transformed is 0 because they are not considered as a current state.

3) rule3 SPlace2Init_1 (priority 3) : The initial transition represents the starting point of the system in which no element net (agent) does exist yet in the system. The firing of this transition creates the entire element net that could exist at the first run of the system and puts them into their places. Therefore, we apply this rule (Figure 10) to identify the places of the system net that should be connected with the initial transition. Each activity partition of kind “host” containing an initial activity node corresponds to a place in the system net that meets the condition for being connected with the initial transition. It creates an arc between the identified place and the initial transition. The expression of the created arc will be the concatenation of the letters “i_” and the name of the element net.

4) rule6 Go2VerticalSync_2 (priority 6) : Every mobile action (Go action) is mapped into a vertical synchronization in the nested petri net. Thus, this rule (Figure 11) allows us to:

• Search for “Go” action and create a transition with the name “Go” in the element net involved in the synchronization.
• Create a transition between the places in the system net corresponding to the source and destination of the mobile action. The expression arc created in the system net will carry the name of the agent who performed the “Go” action.
• Give an adjacent name to the two transitions so they will be synchronized vertically.

5) rule9 ElementNetCreate (priority 9) : This rule (Figure 12) allows us to transform an activity partition of kind “agent” on the mobile activity diagram to an element net. The name of the created element net is the same name of the agent. This rule allows us also to transform the initial activity node contained in that activity partition to the initial
place of the created element net. The name of the initial place is the concatenation of the letters “p0_” and the name of the agent. The number of the tokens is 1 because it is considered as a current state. The element nets created are used by the system net as tokens.

V. CASE STUDY:

In order to demonstrate our approach we will use the example presented in [15]. This case study consists of two agents; an Auctioneer agent, who is stationary, and a bidder mobile agent. The auctioneer agent resides at seller’s host. The Bidder mobile agent will circulate round potential bidders while gathering bids.

For the lack of space and clarity of the example we will omit the ordinary actions and control and keep the rest. The Figure 13 illustrate the mobile activity diagram model of the example.

After applying the grammar, we have obtained the final nested petri net shown in Figure 14. We can see that we have two elements net that represent the auctioneer agent and the bidder agent. We have also four places that represent the different location in the modeled system. The auctioneer agent has no adjacent labels with the system net because he is a stationary agent, unlike the bidder agent which has an adjacent labels with the system net. For example of vertical synchronization we have the adjacent labels T2 in the system net, and TT2 in the element net (bidder) because the bidder move from the host “bidder1” to the host “bidder2”.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed an approach based on combining meta-modeling and graph grammars for transforming mobile activity diagrams into nested petri nets models. The approach tends to take the advantage of the mobile activity diagram and cover its lack of formal notation by offering an equivalent nested petri net for analysis and verification purpose.

We have used $AToM^3$ to create meta-models for both mobile activity diagram and nested petri net, from which $AToM^3$ generated tools. The mobile activity diagram tool could be used to create model for a given mobile agent based system, and be transformed into nested petri net using our graph grammar created also with $AToM^3$. Our approach has been illustrated by an example.
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